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Abstract—Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved excellent performance on various artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) applications,
while a higher demand on energy efﬁciency is required for future
AI. Resistive Random-Access Memory (RRAM)-based computing system
provides a promising solution to energy-efﬁcient neural network training.
However, it’s difﬁcult to support high-precision CNN in RRAM-based
hardware systems. Firstly, multi-bit digital-analog interfaces will take
up most energy overhead of the whole system. Secondly, it’s difﬁcult
to write the RRAM to expected resistance states accurately; only lowprecision numbers can be represented. To enable CNN training based on
RRAM, we propose a low-bitwidth CNN training method, using lowbitwidth convolution outputs (CO), activations (A), weights (W) and
gradients (G) to train CNN models based on RRAM. Furthermore,
we design a system to implement the training algorithms. We explore
the accuracy under different bitwidth combinations of (A,CO,W,G), and
propose a practical tradeoff between accuracy and energy overhead. Our
experiments demonstrate that the proposed system perform well on lowbitwidth CNN training tasks. For example, training LeNet-5 with 4-bit
convolution outputs, 4-bit weights, 4-bit activations and 4-bit gradients on
MNIST can still achieve 97.67% accuracy. Moreover, the proposed system
can achieve 23.0X higher energy efﬁciency than GPU when processing
the training task of LeNet-5, and 4.4X higher energy efﬁciency when
processing the training task of ResNet-20.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved excellent
performance on a variety of artiﬁcial intelligence applications, such
as image classiﬁcation [1], video tracking [2], speech recognition
[3], and natural language processing [4]. Since people are producing
a large amount of valuable data on their devices, using these data
to train or ﬁne-tune CNN models for individuals is necessary and
meaningful. While considering the cost of data communication and
security of personal information, processing data at personal devices
instead of at centralized servers is more likely to become a new
way. But personal devices are usually energy limited, especially
mobile devices such as phones, wearable devices or small intelligent
robots. In this scenario, developing higher energy-efﬁciency training
processors is of paramount importance.
In computing systems with von Neumann architecture, it’s difﬁcult
to break through the bottleneck of “memory wall”, if there exit a large
amount of data movements between computing units and memories.
CNN’s training is exactly a type of data-movement-frequent task, as
it usually requires thousands of iterations, and each iteration moves
the training data and parameters. The emerging metal-oxide Resistive
Random-Access Memory (RRAM)-based computing system has been
proved as one of the most promising candidates for future CNN
accelerators, because the RRAM crossbar can not only be used as
memories, but also serve as a matrix-vector multiplier [5]–[8], thus
the movements of weight parameters can be cut off. Thereby, training
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CNNs based on RRAM crossbars is potential to improve the speed
and energy efﬁciency.
However, there still exist some challenges. Firstly, the data in CNN
models are usually in high precision to achieve higher recognition
accuracy, including the forward-propagated feature maps, the weights,
and the backward-propagated gradients. But the RRAM-based system
is hard to meet such requirements. On the one hand, the conductance
precision of RRAM devices is usually limited. Only 7-bit precision
is achievable on state-of-the-art RRAM device [9]. Therefore RRAM
devices are unable to store high-bitwidth data. On the other hand,
RRAM crossbars need Analog-to-Digital Converters(ADCs) and
Digital-to-Analog Converters(DACs) to complete the data exchange
with peripheral circuits. Previous work has proved that 8-bit AD/DA
converters take up over 85% of system overhead [5]. Secondly, if the
weights or feature maps deviate from expected values, the training
may be greatly affected. Actually, non-ideal factors will cause a
disturbance on RRAM’s resistance [10], which leads to inaccurate
stored value. It’s important to ﬁnd a way to reduce the impact of
such disturbance on training. And low-bit CNN models are more
likely to have a higher tolerance for the disturbance, as there are
bigger quantization intervals between the numbers.
Recent researches have considerably reduced the precision of
CNNs during training process by using low-bitwidth weights, activations and gradients, achieving comparable accuracy with networks
which use full-precision numbers. Previous works like BNN [11] and
XNOR-net [12] use binary weights and activations in convolutional
layers, but with backpropagated gradients in ﬂoating point. Dorefanet [13] has succeeded in quantizing the gradients to numbers with
low bitwidth. While its training algorithm doesn’t match well with
RRAM-based system, as the it doesn’t quantize the convolution
outputs. Moreover, the quantization strategies in DoReFa-Net use
some complicated ﬂoating-point operations, such as tanh functions,
which are unachievable or in high cost in RRAM-based systems.
Previous works have also attempted to improve the algorithms and
map them on RRAM-based systems. Tang proposed an RRAM-based
binary convolutional neural network accelerator [14], but this work
only accelerates the inference process, not training. Cheng proposed
TIME [15], an architecture that can support RRAM-based deep neural
networks training. His work focuses on the architecture design and
non-ideal-factor-tolerant schemes, without considering the precision
limit of interfaces.
In this paper, we propose an RRAM-based low-bitwidth CNN
training system and discuss the structure in detail. Speciﬁcally, the
main contributions of our work include:
1) We propose the method of training low-bitwidth convolutional
neural networks, to enable a RRAM-based system to implement
on-chip CNN training. And speciﬁc quantization and AD/DA
conversion strategies are proposed to improve the accuracy of
CNN model.
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2) We explore the conﬁguration space of combinations of bitwidth
of activations, convolution outputs, weights, and gradients by
experiments of training LeNet-5 and ResNet-20 on proposed
system, testing over the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets respectively. Moreover, a tradeoff of balancing between energy
overhead and prediction accuracy is discussed.
3) We analyze the probability distribution of RRAM’s stochastic
disturbance and make experiments to explore the effects of the
disturbance on CNN’s training.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides the background knowledge and the motivation of our work;
Section III proposes the RRAM-based low-bitwidth CNN training
system design; Section IV uses the case studies to analyze recognition
accuracy and energy efﬁciency, and Section V concludes this paper
and puts forward future works.
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Fig. 1: Structure of the RRAM Crossbar [14].
the gradients w.r.t. neurons and w.r.t. weights in Conv layers. The
equations are shown as Equ.3 and Equ. 4.
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II. P RELIMINARIES AND M OTIVATION
l+1

Typical CNNs are usually constructed by a sequence of convolutional layers (Conv layers, optionally followed by batch normalization,
non-linear and pooling functions) and fully-connected layers (FC layers). The feature maps are forwardly propagated through layers until
the end. And the outputs of layers which will be sent to next layer are
called activations. Each layer has learnable parameters, including the
convolutional kernels of Conv layers and the weights of FC layers,
which are usually named as weights. Weights are continually updated
during training through the backpropagated gradients, according to
certain optimization methods. In this paper, we add a new notation
convouts for the convolution outputs of convolutional operations. A
3-phase cycle will be repeated in the training process: inference,
backpropagation, and parameters update.
1) Inference: Inference is the phase by which conclusions are
inferred from a well-trained neural network. These conclusions
can be classiﬁcation or detection results, or any other predictions
corresponded to speciﬁc tasks. The inference of convolutional layers
can be expressed as below:
f pout (x, y, z) =

Cin
h−1
 w−1


f pin (x + i, y + j, c) · kz (i, j, c) (1)

i=0 j=0 c=1

where f pin represents the 3-dimensional input feature map with the
size of hin × win × Cin ; f pout represents the 3-dimensional convout
with the size of hout × wout × Cout ; kz is the z th convolution kernel
with the size of h × w × Cin ; and the remaining variables are all
spatial coordinates of the feature maps and convolution kernels.
2) Backpropagation: Backpropagation is an effective method of
training CNN and usually used in conjunction with an optimization
algorithm, such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). When we get
a conclusion from the inference phase, it’s then compared to the target
result (label), using a loss function to estimate the difference between
inferred and true values. A training process always seeks for ﬁtting
parameters to minimize the loss function. A typical loss function is
shown as Equ. 2.
J(W ) =

N
1 
hW (xi ) − yi 2
2N i=1

(2)

where N is the number of a mini-batch of images, also named as
“batch-size”. xi is the ith input image, yi is the ith target result and
hW (x) represents the equivalent hypothesis function of the network.
The partial derivative of loss function as Equ. 2 are used to calculate
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A. CNN and Training Process

(4)

where a represents the activation of a layer, h(x) represents the
equivalent function of all non-linear transformations such as ReLU,
BN or pooling. z represents the convout. l is the serial number of
layers, and i,j are both the coordinates of neurons or elements in
weight matrices.
3) Parameters update: After calculating the gradients of the loss
function w.r.t. the weights, we use SGD to update the weight
parameters-, attempting to minimize the loss. The updating function
is shown as Equ. 5 and Equ. 6.
l
=χ·
Δwij

∂J(W )
l
+ m · Δwijlast
l
∂wij

l
l
l
wij
= wij
− Δwij

(5)

(6)

where Learning Rate (χ) is used to control the speed and quality
of training, and Momentum (m) is introduced to accelerate the
optimization process.
By repeatedly performing the 3-phase cycle, we can make use of
the training dataset to train a CNN model. It then can be applied to
various artiﬁcial intelligence tasks to extract features.
B. RRAM Device and Crossbar
An RRAM device is a passive two-port element with a lot of resistance states, and multiple devices can be used to build the crossbar
structure. As shown in Fig.1 , when the numbers of “matrix” can be
mapped to the conductance of RRAM devices, and the numbers of
“vector” can be represented by the voltage amplititudes, the RRAM
crossbar will be able to perform the matrix-vector multiplication. The
relationship of input voltages and output voltages [6] can be expressed
as Equ. 7.
N

g(k, j)
· vin (j)
(7)
vout (k) =
gs
j=1
Where g(k, j) represents the conductance of RRAM which in kth
row and j th column of the crossbar, gs represents the load conductance which is used to read out the voltage. In Conv layer, a
single convolutional kernel is mapped to one column of a crossbar,
and different columns in one crossbar correspond to different Conv
kernels.
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Fig. 2: Framework of RRAM-based low-bitwidth CNN training system.
III. RRAM- BASED LOW- BIT CNN T RAINING S YSTEM D ESIGN
A. Framework and data path
Fig.2 shows the framework of proposed low-bitwidth CNN training
system. The whole system is digital-analog mixed, the analog part
of which is RRAM-based computing module and complete matrixvector multiplications, and the digital part mainly includes the peripheral circuits around RRAM crossbars and arithmetic logic computing circuits which will ﬁnish complex calculations. The learnable
weights (including convolution kernels, fully-connected weights, and
bias) are stored in RRAM crossbars. To implement backpropagation
basing on RRAM, we also store the activations on RRAM crossbars.
The backpropagated gradients will also be buffered in RRAM,
and fetched when updating the parameters in every iteration. The
following paragraphs will give an explanation of the data path.
1) Inference: As shown in Fig. 2(a), line A shows the data
path of inference. The inference is the process that the feature
maps are forwardly propagated from the front layers to the back
layers. If reshaping the convolution kernels and feature maps into
matrices, the convolution operations are essentially matrix-matrix
multiplications. The activations are mapped onto the input voltages,
and the weights are mapped onto the conductance of RRAM devices.
If using notations a to represent reshaped matrices of activations,
K to represent reshaped matrices of convolutional kernels in the
corresponding layer and l as an index of the layer, the mathematical
expression of the forward process in Conv layer which is done on
RRAM will be as Equ. 8.
Forward conv(al−1 , Kl ) = convout = al−1 · Kl

(8)

Then the convouts are sent to the ALU to implement complex
arithmetic logic calculations to get the activations, or directly sent
to next layer if there is no need to cascade additional functions,

controlled by a multiplexer (MUX). After getting the activations, they
are written into the RRAM crossbars of next layer which store feature
maps.
2) Backpropagation: Line B and line C in Fig. 2 show the data
path of backpropagation process. Gradients are calculated through
partial derivative of loss functions and propagated from the back
layers to the front layers. The ﬁrst step of backpropagation in a
layer is to read out the gradients w.r.t activations of the layer from
buffers. Then it will be sent to the ALU to ﬁnish the calculations
of backward BN, ReLU or Pooling. Then there are two operations
in backpropagation process, one of which is calculating the gradients
w.r.t. neurons (i.e. input feature maps) that is shown as line B, and the
other is calculating the gradients w.r.t. weights that is shown as line
C. The equations done on RRAM crossbars are respectively shown
as Equ. 9,10.
Backward convinput (

Backward convweight (

∂J
∂J
∂J
, Kl ) =
=
· KlT
∂zl
∂al−1
∂zl

∂J
∂J
∂J
, al−1 ) =
= aTl−1 ·
∂zl
∂Kl
∂zl

(9)

(10)

Where z represents the convout of Conv layer. In the matrix-matrix
multiplication of Equ. 10, the activations are mapped on the RRAM
crossbars which are stored in when forwardly propagated.
3) Parameters update: Line D in Fig. 2 shows the process of
parameters update. After completing the calculations of backpropagation, the gradients w.r.t. weight parameters will be fetched from the
buffers. Then the change amount of weights is calculated by Equ.
5. As the conductances of RRAM are changed by controlling the
voltage pulses, we need ﬁrstly calculate the amplitude and duration
of the applied voltages. Here we use a look-up table to determine
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the writing voltages and schemes. The updating method is deﬁned as
below:
∂J
∂J
GetDeltaW(
, χ, m) = ΔK = χ ·
+ m · ΔKlast (11)
∂K
∂K
B. Quantization and conversion strategy
In our system, there are three types of data which need be converted
or quantized: the input interfaces, the output interfaces of crossbars
and the weights or feature maps stored in RRAM crossbars.
1) Quantization: Decreasing the bitwidth: As there exist variations
on RRAM devices, to correctly read the resistance states of RRAM,
certain intervals are set between adjacent resistance states to tolerate
the variations. So if the parameters are mapped on the conductance
of RRAM, we need ﬁrstly quantize them into low-bitwidth numbers.
The quantizing strategy is to quantize a real number input x ∈ [−1, 1]
to a k-bit number, which is deﬁned as below:
1
(12)
round((2k−1 − 1) · x)
Quantizek (x) = k−1
2
−1
So before quantizing a number, we need to ﬁrstly linearly or
nonlinearly transform it to be limited in the domain [−1, 1]. In this
paper, scaling factors and truncation functions are used to limit the
numbers to a speciﬁc range.
2) DACs: Conversion at input interfaces: As RRAM crossbar
plays as an analog matrix-vector multiplier, it needs interfaces of
DACs to be placed at input port to convert the digital signals to
analog voltages. The digital data from peripheral circuits are ﬁxedpoint numbers. If the bitwidth of numbers exceeds k bits, we ﬁrst
truncate the low-weighted bits, then using the conversion strategy to
converse the numbers as below:
DA convertk (d) = αin ·

k−1


2−(i+1) d[i]

(13)

i=0

Require: a batch-size of training images, present weights K W,t ,
learning rate χ, momentum m
Ensure: updated weights K W,t+1
{1. Inference}
1: for i = 1 : L do
2:
aA
i−1 ← DA convertA
 (ai−1 )

W,t
3:
zi ← Forward conv aA
i−1 , Ki
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Vout
)))
αout

(14)

where the function min1 (x) selects the smaller one in {1, x}, and
max−1 (x) selects the larger one in {−1, x}, both of which are
truncation functions to limit the number in the range of [−1, 1]. αout
is a scaling factor to scale the output voltages.
Through above strategies, the overall algorithm of RRAM-based
training low-bitwidth CNN is stated as Algorithm 1.

G
ga,i−1
← AD convertG (ga,i−1 )
{2.2 bp2: gradients w.r.t weights}
G
gz,i
← DA convertG (gz,i )
 G A 
gK W,t ← Backward convweight gz,i
, ai−1
i


G
gK W,t ← AD convertG gK W,t
i
i
end for
{3. Parameters update}
for i = 1 : L do
G
ΔKi ← GetDeltaW(gK
W,t , χ, m)

W,t
KiW,t+1 ← QuantizeW (K
 i − ΔKi ) 
19:
Vpulse ← LookUpTable KiW,t+1 , KiW,t
20:
WriteRRAM (Vpulse )
21: end for

18:

However, the gap distance is always affected by a random
Gaussian disturbance ddisturb , satisfying a Gaussian distribution
ddisturb ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) [17]. Thus a real gap distance d satisﬁes
d = dexpected + ddisturb . Thereby the resistance will also deviate
from expected value. By Equ.16 we can get the deviation amount of
resistance as below:
Rexpected + Rdisturb = R0 exp(

RRAM’s resistance is always affected by stochastic disturbance.
Equ. 15 [16] shows the simpliﬁed model of non-linear I − V
relationship, where d is the average tunneling gap distance. V is
the voltage across the RRAM device, and I is the current.
d
V
) · sinh( )
(15)
d0
V0
Simplifying this equation through Ohm’s Law, Taylor series expansion and approximation (generally V  V0 ), we can get the
following equation:
V0
d
R=
exp( )
(16)
I0
d0

dexpected + ddisturb
)
d0

ddisturb
Rdisturb
=
Rexpected
d0

C. Stochastic disturbance

I = I0 · exp(

ziCO ← AD convertCO (zi )
Optionally
ReLU, Batch Normalization and pooling,
 cascade

ai ← h ziCO .
end for
{2. Backpropagation}
for i = L : 1 do
G
Back-propagate ga,i
through ReLU, Batch Normalization or
G
).
pooling if there is one, gz,i ← hbackward (ga,i
{2.1 bp1: gradients w.r.t activations}
G
gz,i
← DA convertG (gz,i )


G
ga,i−1 ← Backward convinput gz,i
, KiW,t

i

Where k represents the bitwidth of digital numbers, d[i] means the
value of ith bit satisfying d[i] ∈ {0, 1}, αin is a scaling factor which
can control the range of input voltage values.
3) ADCs: Conversion at output interfaces: The output port of
RRAM crossbar also needs ADCs to transform analog current or
voltage to digital ﬁxed-point data. So the quantization and conversion
strategy of output signals is shown as Equ. 14.
AD convertk (Vout ) = Quantizek (min1 (max−1 (

Algorithm 1 Training a L-layer CNN with CO-bit convouts, W-bit
weights and A-bit activations using G-bit gradients. The functions
used in this algorithm is shown as above equations.

(17)

(18)

Where Rdisturb represents resistance deviation resulted from the
disturbance, and Rexpected is the resistance value that we expect.
As the parameters are mapped on the conductance of RRAM, so
we further explore the disturbance of the conductance. Through the
reciprocal relationship of resistance and conductance, we can get the
following equation:
Gdisturb
Rdisturb
ddisturb
=−
=−
Gexpected
Rexpected + Rdisturb
d0 + ddisturb

(19)

From the above conclusion, as the gap distance d satisﬁes a
Gaussian probability intense function N(0, σ 2 ), so the probability
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TABLE I: The classiﬁcation accuracy for MNIST test dataset with
different combinations of bitwidth in LeNet-5. A, CO, W, G are
bitwidth of activations, convouts, weights, and gradients.
Accuracy
Accuracy
without disturbance
with disturbance
32a
32
32
32
0.9914
*
8
8
8
8
0.9828
0.9825
6
6
6
6
0.9745
0.9733
4
4
4
4
0.9767
0.9797
3
3
2
4
0.9687
0.9736
2
2
2
2
0.9670
0.9752
2
2
1
4
-b
2
2
2
1
0.9633
0.9647
1
1
2
1
0.9416
0.9375
1
1
1
1
bitwidth=32 means 32-bit ﬂoating-point numbers.
’-’ means failing to train a convergent model under such bitwidth.
A

a
b

CO

W

G





 

distribution of disturbance on conductance can be shown as below.
f

Gdisturb
Gexpected

d2 x 2
d0
1
(x) = √ exp(− 2 0
)
2 (1 + x)2
2σ
(1
+
x)
σ 2π

Fig. 3: Error Rate Curves of ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10: Accuracy
Under Different Combinations of Bitwidth (A,CO,W,G).

(20)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experiment Setup
In this section, we constructed experiments to simulate the training
of CNN models LeNet-5 and ResNet-20 on our system, respectively
tested on MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. LeNet-5 is a simple model
of a convolutional neural network, which is proposed by Yann LeCun
[18] and usually applied in recognition of handwritten digits. ResNet20 is a larger CNN model which proposed by MSRA [19], achieving
great performance on complex computer vision tasks.
In experiments of training CNN with considering the disturbance,
we set a uniformly distributed disturbance superimposed on the
weights when each time they’re updated. The disturbance satisﬁes
a distribution of Kdisturb /Kexpected ∼ U[−5%, 5%].
B. Accuracy: Evaluating the Performance Under Different Bitwidth
We explore the conﬁguration space of combinations of the bitwidth
of activations, convouts, weights and gradients by experiments of
training LeNet-5 on the MNIST dataset and ResNet-20 on the
CIFAR-10 dataset. We use the classiﬁcation accuracy of the models
to evaluate the efﬁcacy. Furthermore, experiments of training with
disturbance are also made to explore its impact on CNN’s training.
Tab.I shows the prediction accuracy for MNIST test dataset and
Fig.3 shows the accuracy curves for CIFAR-10 dataset. From the
experimental results we can see that, in general, training with lowbitwidth (A,CO,W,G) will cause some degradation in recognition
accuracy. But low-bitwidth CNN can reduce resource requirement,
and be able to adapt to the constraints of a RRAM-based computing
system.
Based on experimental results of LeNet-5 training, it can be ﬁgured
out that there was no signiﬁcant loss of accuracy when the bitwidth
was going from 32-bit to 2-bit. While from the cases that failing
to train an available model, we can observe that weights seems to
be the most sensitive to bitwidth, and using weights with bitwidth
W = 1 would lead to failed training, but the exact reason needs to
be further explored in the future work. However, in more complex
model ResNet-20, the accuracy signiﬁcantly drops from 91.8% to
75.8% when the bitwidth going from (32, 32, 32, 32) to (32, 6, 6, 6).
Nevertheless, under the bitwidth of (32, 8, 8, 8), 86.26% classiﬁcation
accuracy is acceptable, as it’s worthy dropping a few accuracy in
exchange for higher energy efﬁciency.









Fig. 4: Energy overhead estimation of RRAM Crossbars and
accuracy of LeNet-5 on MNIST images under different
combinations of bitwidth (A,CO,W,G). The bar diagram shows the
statistical energy estimation, and the line shows the accuracy.
In the experiments of training with disturbance, we can conclude
that the CNN’s training has a great fault-tolerant ability. Although
affected by the disturbance, there isn’t signiﬁcant loss on the accuracy, at most 0.41%. Moreover, in some cases of CNN training with
low-bitwidth numbers, the accuracy even enhances. For example,
the accuracy under bitwidth (2, 2, 2, 2) increases from 96.7% to
97.52%. It’s inferred that the disturbance somehow improves the
generalization of the neural network. Previous works have made
efforts to theoretically study the impact of noises and disturbances
on training [20], [21].
C. Tradeoff: balancing between accuracy and energy overhead
Based above experimental results, we cannot achieve high accuracy
and high energy efﬁciency at the same time. Therefore ﬁnding a
balance between accuracy and energy overhead is important. Fig.4
shows the energy overhead estimation and simulated accuracy of
LeNet-5 on MNIST dataset under selected combinations of bitwidth.
As shown in the ﬁgure, the energy overhead increases with the
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TABLE II: Energy Overhead Estimation of CNNs in Different
Training Platforms
Database

Platform

CNN Model

CPUa
MNIST

GPUb

LeNet-5

RRAM

CPU
CIFAR-10

GPU
RRAM

a
b

ResNet-20

recognition accuracy and energy overhead. Besides, the stochastic disturbance existing on RRAM devices and its mathematical distribution
is discussed. We evaluate the energy efﬁciency of proposed system.
The estimated results show that the system can achieve signiﬁcant
improvement in energy efﬁciency for CNN training tasks.
Our future work will focus on improving the training algorithm to
enhance accuracy, and make comparisons with more related work.
Moreover, RRAM-based logic computing design is also intened to
be achieved, as the neural computing includes many complex logic
operations besides matrix-vector multiplications.

Energy(μJ/img/iter)
Conv+FC
7997.6
88.7%
Others
1015.6
11.3%
All
9013.2
100.0%
Conv+FC
11824.9
96.0%
Others
491.3
4.0%
All
12316.2
100.0%
Conv+FC
44.96
8.4%
Others
491.3
91.6%
All
536.26
100.0%
Conv+FC
262523.4
77.9%
Others
74414.1
22.1%
All
336937.5
100.0%
Conv+FC
133066.9
79.4%
Others
34465.2
20.6%
All
167532.1
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Conv+FC
3653.7
9.6%
Others
34465.2
90.4%
All
38118.9
100.0%
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